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The Subaru Leone is a compact car produced by the Japanese car manufacturer Subaru from to
It was released as a replacement to the Subaru and was the predecessor to the Subaru Impreza.
All Leones were powered by the Subaru EA boxer engine. Most cars were equipped with
optional four-wheel drive. At the time of its introduction, the Leone was Subaru's top model until
, when the larger Legacy was introduced. Although released in Japan and some export markets
as the Leone, for many years, this was the only vehicle sold internationally by Subaru where the
smaller kei cars Rex , Vivio , R-2 , , and Sambar were not commonly sold. At its introduction, the
Leone was Subaru's largest car, and was the top level vehicle above the kei car Subaru Rex. In
September the four-wheel drive 4WD station wagon A67 was released, however it did not appear
in the United States until as a model. The Leone was introduced before the Winter Olympics in
Sapporo to emphasize its durability in adverse weather conditions. Up until this time four-wheel
drive had been limited mainly to off-road vehicles , although the very expensive Jensen FF had
been built in limited numbers. Subaru broke this pattern by introducing a mass-produced
four-wheel drive passenger car, after having tested the waters by building a limited series of
four-wheel drive FF-1 G wagons in Four-wheel drive was Subaru's most notable feature during
the s and s, leading to particularly strong sales in places like Switzerland and Colorado. The
Leone introduced a Subaru tradition of frameless side windows for all models. In August ,
Subaru entered into an alliance with Nissan Motors. The appearance of the new Leone was
influenced by the design efforts from Nissan, especially the long hood and short trunk
appearance that Nissan was using at that time for their own products. The Leone was originally
equipped with a 1. In September , as a response to tightening emissions regulations, the 1. To
be able to offer as much power as the pre-smog 1. The Leone was available with a four-speed
manual transmission , a five-speed manual transmission, and also a three-speed automatic
transmission beginning in Some early models had duo-servo drum brakes at the front, however,
later models were equipped with disc brakes. Unusually, the handbrake or emergency brake
operated on the front wheels. In March an updated Leone range was released. All body panels
were altered slightly and the overall look was 'smoother' and more contemporary in appearance.
A completely new dashboard with altered interior were also part of the update. The chassis
codes were changed, with sedans now in the 30 series and estates in the 60 series. The little 1.
The 4WD Wagon entered the Australian market in , and remained the only vehicle in its class
until the early s. Local assembly ceased when the Legacy range replaced the Leone in The
Leone was first introduced to the United States in In the EA63 engine was replaced with the 1.
The EA71 engine was originally installed in cars equipped with automatic transmission but
eventually supplanted the EA63 across the entire range of vehicles in the US and Australia.
Using Subaru's new SEEC-T technology meant that a catalytic converter was not necessary,
lowering cost and enabling the use of leaded fuel. This was a two-seater body with a pickup
truck bed, with two seats welded into the bed to evade the so-called chicken tax on light
commercial vehicles. Most were in the volume DL trim except a base two-door, and the GF
hardtop and 4WD models which shared a higher specification. The original Brat was updated for
with a dual-range 4WD transmission and the 1. This was sold alongside the second generation
Leone introduced in until the model year. In June the Leone saw its first complete model
update. The earlier two-door sedan was replaced by a three-door hatchback design
"Swingback" in Japan , as an alternative to contemporary hatchback competitors. The
Swingback, however, differed from its competitors in offering the option of four-wheel-drive.
This allowed the driver to engage 4WD with a simple push of a button rather than shifting a
lever as in the manual models. The electric switch activated a solenoid that pushed the clutch
plates together, thereby engaging the driveshaft to the rear wheels. A new 1. In Japan the
top-spec GTS sedan was the first Subaru to offer air conditioning, power windows, and power
steering. The installation of a turbocharger was to provide better fuel economy by reducing
emissions and burning fuel more effectively as opposed to providing a performance oriented
product, due to taxes levied by the Japanese Government on a graduated scale based on the
emissions emitted from the car. All other second generation models were discontinued by The
logo moved up and out of the way when the driver activated a switch on the dash, revealing the
extra headlight and activating it when the high-beams were illuminated. The BRAT was
developed directly from the company's four-wheel drive station wagon model and was first
introduced as a model â€” following the concept of coupe utilities such as the Chevrolet El
Camino and the Ford Ranchero. American versions also had carpeting and welded-in
rear-facing jumpseats in the cargo area â€” serving actually to circumvent a tariff known as the
Chicken tax [ citation needed ]. Passenger cars imported into the US were charged only a 2. The
BRAT was restyled in and the jumpseats were discontinued after the model year. Production
continued into but ceased to be imported to North America in Early models received a 1. Manual
transmissions were standard on all models and an automatic transmission was available on

turbocharged BRATs. In , Subaru tried this approach again but with a 4-door model, based on
the second generation Subaru Outback platform called the Subaru Baja. On July 16, , the Leone
saw its second major redesign. This generation was released with a three-door hatchback,
four-door sedan and a continuation of the popular station wagon body style. This generation
Leone made its way to the United States in The hatchback was hamstrung by a very high rear
cargo lip, but did receive a split folding rear seat. In Europe, the range was 1. In North America,
the 1. The engine was available with a carburetor , single point fuel injection , multi-port fuel
injection, or multi-port fuel injection with a turbocharger. From this generation saw the
availability of a full-time 4WD manual transmission or a full-time 4WD four-speed electronically
controlled automatic transmission. Other options found in the third generation Leone were a full
digital instrument panel; self diagnostic computer, travel computer, cruise control and
pneumatic suspension with selectable height, [12] previous generations 4WD models had
manual height adjustment. The performance oriented three-door RX was introduced in ,
equipped with the EA82T turbo engine mated to a five speed manual transmission with
synchronized dual-range and a manually-locking center differential. It had a 3. An AT version
was introduced in , its final year of production. Only 2, were made. The popularity of the Leone
wagon was ceded to the new, larger, Legacy wagon in and was ultimately replaced by the
Impreza in The Impreza was introduced with a 'hatch like' wagon which was reminiscent of the
first and second generation Leone wagons. That year Subaru was one of the only
manufacturers combining 4WD and turbo. Celsi finished fourth, but retired on the final road
section and Bourne retired during the first stage. Subaru changed the rally model to Legacy RS
for the â€” period and took part in the first complete season in the World Rally Championship
with the same model in The Leone's successor Legacy and Impreza did not compete in this
segment. It was sold in two generations until the model year. In March , sales of the Leone Van
ended. The Sambar , which had grown larger due to changes in mini vehicle standards, was
beginning to compete with the Leone Van. At the same time, it meant Subaru's withdrawal from
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Ascent WM. Coupe utility. Baja BT. If you are looking at carrying out an RX-8 motor swap we
have done the research for you. Take a look at some of the popular options to bring some life
back to your RX Remember the Mazda RX-8? Read a road test here if not It was really the last
hurrah from Mazda, a bit of a swan song if you will. Of course, the RX-8 is also a very quirky
sportscar. You can find this emblem littered all over the vehicle. The rear suicide doors doors
hinged at the rear instead of the front open only from inside the cabin, which Mazda insists is
due to safety concerns. In the era before seatbelts, if the door was opened accidentally, the
wind would open it further and the passenger could be sucked out. Mobsters also used them to
throw their enemies out! Never mind these minor niggles. Drivers were too busy revving the
RENESIS motor under the bonnet, which in certain trims went all the way to 10, rpm, and the
chassis was very stylish. The RX series was never meant to be directly related. Think of the
RX-8 as a sports car for everyday use. Mazda realised that customers want a sharper, more
performance-centric RX Even Mazdaspeed makes tuning parts for it. But the best thing? Like
any other affordable Japanese sports cars, it quickly appealed to the fascinating world that
pursues every drop of performance: the aftermarket. Of course, intakes and exhausts are the
entry level. Next, ECU tuning and remapping; eventually moving to turbochargers,
superchargers, nitrous and motor porting. Horror stories of catastrophic motor failure and
excessive oil consumption scared away interested buyers. Initially, this was true to a degree.
Early ECU flashes failed to supply enough oil for seal lubrication. After a few years, most
problems were ironed out. Now though, the big problem is inefficiency. Because of their design,

rotary motors struggle with fuel economy and emissions. If nothing else, they are simply not
powerful enough. If you think about it, it makes sense. The RX-8 has one big advantage: it has a
very favourable and popular powertrain configuration for performance purposes. FMR: front
mid-motor, rear wheel drive. This means that the possibilities are extensive. More importantly, it
serves as a great base to work from. This is a bit of a double-edged sword. It may take a lot of
late nights, fabrication and brainstorming and will be expensive, even if you do it yourself. This
means that fabrication is almost always needed. Additionally, depending on the location,
insurance will be difficult to acquire, and vehicle registration may prove challenging. Before we
get into my own suggestions, arguably, the LS series is the most commonplace swap people
have undertaken. However, the LS motors are difficult to acquire, except in America, so other
motors, mostly Japanese, are an acceptable alternative. The legendary JZ motors and RB
motors are both plausible and options popular for their limitless potential. Four cylinders are
also swapped into the RX People have even swapped other rotaries into the RX-8, either from
the RX-7, or a custom made 3-rotor. Then there are some oddball swaps, which will generally
require a lot more knowledge and skill to pull off. By no means is this a comprehensive tutorial
on how to put a different motor into your RX The list will go from sensible, to plausible, but
incredibly arduous. Not to mention one of the easiest, and well-recorded. We do have a
complete RX8 LS swap guide here with all the info you need for the install, make sure you read
before you build. The LS family is broad, but the 5. The LS motors enjoy the distinct benefit of
being extremely prevalent, so parts are readily available. Of course, if you feel that it lacks zest,
the LS motors enjoy a massive performance aftermarket. Of course, there are lots of different
transmissions available for it, depending on how much power you want and what option you
prefer. T56 is typical for manual drivers. But really, the sky is the limit for motors as well
understood as the LS. However, kits are also available for it. They may not be completely plug
and play, but do cut down on required fabrication work. It also sits well back, but the motor
does hang over the front wheels. You can expect the car to weigh around 1, kg after the swap,
and the weight distribution to shift forward slightly. You may notice reduced agility, but plenty
of gains in low-end grunt and speed. The heavier nose may also encourage a livelier tail.
Referring to them will save you a lot of time and effort. By reading, researching and forum
prowling, a Corvette-powered RX-8 should be a simple proposition. They have a video showing
their own LS-swapped RX-8, see below:. If you want to deviate from the norm, the V8 motor
Toyota offers is a feasible RX-8 motor swap to make. The UZ motors, like the LS, span a long
period, but have a much smaller family. These are aluminium, with forged rods and high
compression. Nevertheless, the 4. Either way, Toyota was acclaimed for overbuilding motors
back then, and the 1UZ-FE is especially rugged. The original big Lexus LSs with these motors
generally returned 20 mpg combined, so you can expect better figures for the light RX With a
mild supercharger with a modest boost of 6 psi, horsepower is possible. Turbo and
naturally-aspirated tuning is also common for the 1UZ. The RX-8 steering rack may also be too
big for the UZ motors. Otherwise, for manuals, the Toyota W58 seems to be the go-to option. If
you understand Russian, their forums may have something for you. This thread also contains
some information regarding the RX-8 motor swap. The 4. Still worth a look. Then there are
creative options that are quite impractical. The supercharged, fire-breathing M 5. Photos of a
Nissan 4. Possibly one of the most exalted motors of all time, the JZ family needs minimal
introduction. Keep in mind that with one of these, your RX-8 will most likely turn into a drag car
or cruiser rather, than a time trial virtuoso. The big question is whether to go for the 2. The 1JZ
is a more realistic choice, being both lighter and more affordable. Both motors have similar
potential, but in terms of brute force, the 2JZ is difficult to argue with. But of course, these
numbers mean little considering that the JZ motors are almost always modified to some extent.
There are stories of the non-VVTI motors running routinely at over hp, without breaking a sweat.
The 5-speed will be a better choice, with the same bolt pattern but stronger overall and with a
better gear ratio for forced induction. With an adapted bellhousing, you can avert a whole lot of
fabrication and extra expense. More information can be found in this thread here. T hey have a
video showing the swap too. This thread has a completed build with useful information, and if
you are really interested, check out this Facebook page hosted by LS1RX8, made for
like-minded individuals. This little article shows the potential one gorgeous drift RX-8 has. Also
did you notice the body kits above? Perhaps most intriguing, is the LFX swap, a 3. He is even
swapping an Isuzu 3. The RB motors are an alternative to the JZ. That said, these may prove
harder to find, and the swap is not as well documented. If you are interested, Slide Motorsport
UK has done one before, see below. Enthusiasts have also managed to insert the 5. It makes no
sense, but provides light relief. The Nissan SR motors are one of the most well-known
performance 4-cylinders out there. For any small front-motored, rear-wheel drive platform
projects, the SR motors will be given a thought. The most prominent SR motor is probably the

SR But the well thought out design of the SR20DET means that it can be taken to horsepower
on a stock block, with good cooling and stronger internals. If you are interested, this thread
here is a good read and should provide you with useful insight. Powerfab Automotive US can
also be a useful resource. Another thread with good material, albeit abandoned halfway. Both
have their own motorsport pedigree, and a big cult following with the results to show for it. If
you live outside of Europe though, it may prove trickier to acquire one. This thread here records
a Cosworth. Another more unorthodox choice is the 2. Even the traditionally transverse Honda
K20 has made its way into the RX-8 before. Of course, the 13B-REW needs no introduction.
Emitting hp and Nm of torque, it was one of the first rotaries to put Mazda on the map. With
stock internals, the 13B-REW is known to have gone well over hp. There is a lot of useful
information out there, with even a swap kit offered by RX-8 Performance. This thread also
provides a lot of insight into the work involved. If you are interested, Promaz AU has developed
a kit for a 20B swap. You can either make a three-rotor of your own from parts provided by
Mazdaspeed themselves or purchase one made by a reputable builder. Of course, they can
make a four-rotor too. For 20B information, this thread is particularly informative. Being very
rich will also help here. However, if you love a challenge, and want something more unique, you
can do a lot worse than the RX Budgeting is also a concern, as many end up forsaking or selling
their projects simply because the cost is too extortionate. Otherwise, if you do your homework,
an LS-powered RX-8 is certainly one of the easier options. If you decide not to swap your engine
in the end you can also look at a turbo kit for your RX8. An RX8 using a 1. But there are lots of
options to swap to. Typically you would be very lucky to get more than 50, miles without having
to rebuild your engine. Lots of cold and warm start issues start to arise after a while. We have a
full guide of the differences. Find out about the RX7 vs RX8 here. If I do so can I keep my
original transmissions would I have to upgrade that as well. If so how much would this really
cost. Hi Cody, depending on what you do, you mostly will need to change transmission. Let us
know what country you are in, maybe some can advise a local garage for a cost. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. What can I engine swap into my Mazda RX8? How many miles do rotary
engines last? What is the difference between the RX7 vs RX8? Interesting blog. It would be
great if you can provide more details about it. Thanks you. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
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area. Your location cannot be displayed. Both are enjoying excellent reviews in terms of design,
comfort, performance, etc. Therefore, the comparative between RX-8 vs WRX has been put forth
to decide the one that delivers better value of money. If you are interested in speed, the Mazda
RX-8 can run at highest speed of Kph. The top speed makes this an ultimate sports car and
sedan at one fell swoop. For the speed enthusiasts as well, the vehicle turns better than RX-8,
with top speed capacity of Kph. It generates the torque of Nm The weight per power ration looks
impressive at 6. Mazda RX-8 weighs Kg. Talking about torque, it generates Nm The weight per
power ratio is 5. The vehicle carries the total weight kg, being much heavier than RX Therefore,
in performance aspects, we rate WRX better than another one. At the same time, Impreza has
much spacious interior as well in comparison with RX RX-8 offers very minimal, in fact
negligible cargo space. For music freaks, both have CD players. You can upgrade your

entertainment arrangement with extra expenses on Impreza WRX. Well, there is no such facility
for RX-8, even if you wish at extra expenses. Modern day customers no doubt mind the security
features of a car prior investing for it. In fact, RX-8 misses Rear Curtain. WRX ensures safety of
the kids through child door locks. However, this comes as an optional feature for RX Moreover,
you can read our car comparison articles to get detail information about differences among
Mazda, Subaru and others. Although some people think that choosing one of them is like
choosing one of two twins, all these features make these cars different to each other. From that,
you will know which one suits your requirement and preference well. His biggest hobbies are
car and photography. Top 10 Best Trickle Charger Reviews Washing your car is not for
everyone,but for those of you who enjoy doing it. The most important is,the dont know it.
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e seats to their original positions,open all the doors and let fresh air blow through. Leave A
Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes Followers Followers. Import used cars directly
from Japan. Car Comparison. By John Kelly Last updated Jan 22, 4. John Kelly. You might also
like More from author. Prev Next. Mr james mwandira says 4 years ago. Muhangi medard says 4
years ago. For sure u give useful infomation, the credit is yours. Trang Tran says 4 years ago.
Thank you. We will provide more useful information like this. Stay tuned. Leave A Reply. CFJ
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